CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

This chapter discusses the final conclusion that the writer makes after analyzing all the data. According to the result of the analysis which is discussed in the previous chapter, conclusion can be derived. From the analysis above, Lucinda Price as a major character in *Fallen* novel has an ambition to know about Daniel Grigori. Luce, Lucinda’s nick name, meets Daniel in sword & Cross school. The result of their meeting Luce wants to know more about Daniel Grigori. The content of this novel is Luce’s prespective on her story about Luce is falling in love with Daniel Grigori. How she wants to know about Daniel Grigori, how she tries to get attention from Daniel so that finally she gets Daniel’s love is one example that shows Luce’s ambition. 
After meeting Daniel, Luce is more unconfident because she feels Daniel does not like her. This is because of her basic character as an agressive girl, and anxious. She very admires him and falls in love with Daniel. Because of her feeling, she becomes an ambitious person. She has ambition to get Daniel even she wants to know about Daniel’s family.

However, Luce undergoes the psychological process In *Fallen* novel. She has an ambition of love to know more about Daniel Grigori her love one. According to of this story the writer concludes that Luce has some ambitions. There are three points personality, they are id, ego, and superego. Luce’s desire or
her ambition Luce’s id wants to know about Daniel, but Luce’s superego makes her confused. She is afraid, because many camera in Sword & Cross. Luce’s ego makes Luce go to the some places to look for about Daniel.

The ways Luce strives to achieve her ambition to get something that she wants. She has ambition to know a handsome boy. His name is Daniel Grigori. Luce feels that she ever meets Daniel before. She wants to know more about Daniel Grigori. Luce tries to look for Daniel’s story and family from her friend at Sword & Cros. She does away anything to get information about the Daniel family. Luce felt because he loved Daniel and he wants to live forever with Daniel. Because Luce felt Daniel only that she loved from the beginning until now. The ambition will create an impact for the doer. According to of this story the writer concludes that likewise, it also happened in Luce’s life and Luce’s ambition effect on her personality. She has big ambition that can create a psychological effect and her behavior change.

The impact of Luce’s ambition on herself makes her become aggressive woman. Her life was filled with the great wonder about Daniel. Her ambition makes Luce to be stupid girl to impress by love for Daniel. Luce also be the stubborn and it does not matter if she knows Daniel not of people she still loved Daniel.